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Q1 - What is your planned graduation date?

Showing rows 1 - 6 of 6

# Field Choice Count

1 2022 2.40% 8

2 2023 20.12% 67

3 2024 22.82% 76

4 2025 33.03% 110

5 2026 21.62% 72

333



Q2 - Are you currently pursuing a combined major degree (or recently graduated with a

combined major degree, in the past 6 months)?

Showing rows 1 - 3 of 3

# Field Choice Count

1 No 19.52% 65

2 Yes 80.48% 268

333
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Q3 - What combined major degree are you pursuing?

What combined major degree are you pursuing?

Economics and Business Administration

Business Administration and Psychology

business and econ

Business Administration and Psychology

Business Administration and Psychology

Business and Psychology

Business Administration and Communication Sciences

Economics and Finance

Business administration and Political Science

Mathematics & Business Administration, Finance concentration

Business Administration and Communications

Economics and Business Administration

Business and Economics

Economics and business

math and business

Marketing Analytics and Communication Studies

Business Admin and Cyber Security

Business Administration & Psychology

Combined Computer Science and Business

Business and Design

Mathematics and Business Administration ( finance)

Business and Economics



What combined major degree are you pursuing?

BA&Design

Business Administration & Design

Econ - Business management

Business and Economics

Chemical engineering and biochemistry

Health Science/Business Administration

Political Science and Business Administration

Business Administration and Data Science

Business Administration and Communication Studies

Economics and Business Administration

Business Administration and Psychology

Business Administration and Communication Studies

Business Administration & Communication Studies

International Business: Accounting and Finance

Business Administration and Communication Studies

Combined Math and Business

Business & Political Science

Business Psych

economics and business

Business Administration and Economics

business administration and communications

Business/Psychology

Business Admin and Political Science

BS in Economics and Business Administration with a concentration in Finance



What combined major degree are you pursuing?

Business Administration and Communication Studies

BS MABA (Mathematics and Business Admin)

Business Administration and Economics

Mathematics and Business Administration with a concentration in Finance

economics and business administration

Finance & supply chain management

business and mathematics

Psychology and Economics

Economics and business administration

Business Administration and Political Science

Business Administration (Finance) and Economics

Business Administration and Psychology

Business administration and communication studies

Business Administration and Economics

Computer science and business administration

Business Administration and Graphic Design

Business / Communications

Economics and Business Administration

Accounting and Finance

Business and Econ

Business Administration and Psychology

Business Administration and Psychology

Business Admin and Mathematics

Business Admin and Communications



What combined major degree are you pursuing?

Business/Psychology

Econ&business

business administration and health science

Mathematics and Business Administration

Business administration and political science

Business Admin and Communication Studies

Business Administration and Communication Studies

Business Administration and Communication Studies

Business/Economics

Business & Political Science

Business Administration and Communication Studies

Business Administration & Psychology

Business administration and Psychology

Business Administration and Communication Studies

Business Administration and Psychology

business administration and health science

Communication Studies and Business Administration

Business Admin and Psych

BS Computer Science and Game Development

Architectural Studies and Graphic Design

Mechanical Engineering and Design

MechE and Design

Behavioral Neuroscience and Design

Business Administration and Design



What combined major degree are you pursuing?

Health Science and Business Administration

Business Administration and Psychology

Business ad design

Computer Science and Media Arts

Business Administration and Design

Computer Science and Game Development

Mechanical Engineering and Design

CS and Media Arts

Computer Science and Design

Journalism / Interaction Design

Business administration and design

Architectural Studies & Graphic Design

Computer Science/Design

Computer Science and Design

marketing and design

Mechanical Engineering & Design

Computer Science and GA

Computer Science and Game Development

Computer Science and Game Development

Journalism and Interaction Design

Mechanical Engineering + Design

Business & Design

Mechanical Engineering and Design

Mechanical Engineering and Design



What combined major degree are you pursuing?

Business & Design

business administration and design

Mechanical engineering and design

Business & Design

Computer Science + Design

Computer Science and Game Development

Behavioral Neuroscience and Design

Behavioral Neuroscience and Design

Computer science and design

Mechanical Engineering and Design

Media Arts and Media and Screen Studies

Computer Science and Game Development

Business Administration and Design

Business Administration and Design

Game Art and Animation

Business and Design

Computer Science and Media Arts

B.S. Computer Science and Game Development

Computer Science and Criminal Justice

Criminal Justice and Political Science

Criminal Justice and Political Science

Bioengineering & Biochemistry

Political Science and Communications

Environmental Studies and Political Science



What combined major degree are you pursuing?

Linguistics and Cultural Anthropology



Q4 - When did you choose your current COMBINED major degree?

High school - first
year University

admission application

Transfer University
admission application

University summer or
other orientation

session

First year at
University

Second year at
University

Other

Third year + at
University

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60

Showing rows 1 - 8 of 8

# Field Choice Count

3 University summer or other orientation session 2.68% 4

2 Transfer University admission application 0.67% 1

7 Third year + at University 5.37% 8

5 Second year at University 12.75% 19

6 Other 2.68% 4

1 High school - first year University admission application 39.60% 59

4 First year at University 36.24% 54

149



Q5 - Comments on why you choose to pursue this COMBINED major?

Comments on why you choose to pursue this COMBINED major?

Before, I was pursuing a combined major in International Affairs and Economics. Realizing that the major was not relevant to what I wanted to
pursue as a career path, I decided to switch to Economics and Business Administration.

I wanted to explore business courses and I've always loved psychology, so incorporating these two disciplines together sounded appealing.

im lzy

I believed I wanted to pursue a career in law and thought business combined with psych would be helpful in pursuing that career. I also really liked
my psychology class in high school and thought the content would be an interesting thing to pursue in college.

I'm interested in both subjects and like how they combine together

Was already too far into business degree when I realized I liked psychology more

provides the best background for my desired industry > marketing

2 is better than 1

Couldn't decide if I wanted to major in math or in finance, this was a great way to do both without being overwhelmed by the course load

I thought it would look better to employers than just a BSBA

I was interested in pursing a major that incorporated Economics along with basic Business concepts.

3 year OPT

Seemed interesting without too much of one major

- fast access to NUPath with Communication Studies classes - No interests in Supply Chain and Operations, and Accounting Tax Audit Services

I felt business would help me make money and cyber security was interesting and would help with job security

I was split between majoring in business or psychology while applying to schools and it allowed me to do both.

I wanted to broaden my horizons and learn a new subject

I had always been torn in high school between doing business or design. I can't imagine not majoring in both, because I like them both combined
more than just choosing one or the other. Without the combined program I would probably be just business, and always feel that creative side of me
missing or dying.

I like math and thought it might work well together

I wanted to go into business, and economics provided a different way of thinking about the business world

Hope to get in touch more field.



Comments on why you choose to pursue this COMBINED major?

Wanted the creativity of design and the job security of business

I like econ and business

Expand my career opportunities

It was an accident

I love an interdisciplinary approach to education. I was fascinated with both the health science curriculum and the business curriculum.

I applied to Northeastern thinking it was cool and did it on a whim since I liked both sides. It felt right, I chose to go here, and here I am.

I was originally only a Business Administration major, but I feel like having coding skills would be extremely useful. I picked up Data Science
because of how applicable it is to the modern world, and how almost everything involves data.

I thought it captured the intersection of my interests

I just found both subjects interesting and the combination i thought would be useful

I like psychology, but was interested in the business field.

I felt the Business Administration major did not give me much variety in classes to take.

It is a unique combination of two of my diverse interests

I wanted to be a pure math major but changed my mind when I saw the course requirements included physics. Combined math and business (conc.
in finance) was one of the first combined majors alphabetically.

I was looking for a minor, and the political science combined major was about the same amount of coursework.

I wanted the intersection between Psychology and Business for makreting

Because I liked both majors

I was interested in both subjects.

widely applicable

Interest in 2 different majors

Combination of both of my interests. Made the most sense for higher education plans. Also wanted to get the most out of my college education.

I wanted to study Finance and also Economics, so this was the perfect combinationn.

I knew I wanted to be a business major but I also liked the communications aspect

personal interest plus alignment with desired career path



Comments on why you choose to pursue this COMBINED major?

I was interested in studying economics, but I wanted a holistic business education as well.

I thought it would give me more academic preparation for a quantitative finance related job.

I wanted to do economics also and give myself an added skill

I liked both a lot and decided it was worth it to double concentrate

I enjoy doing both maths and business and I thought that having a mathematical major would highly benefit me when apply for jobs

I really enjoyed science and business and to me this was a perfect way to combine the two

I was confused about whether to go for economics or business. I enjoyed both of these subjects in high school and northeastern university gave me
an opportunity to study both instead of having to choose one.

I knew I wanted to major in finance, so I applied to Northeastern with that major. Then prior to starting, I finished both macro and micro econ in my
senior year of high school and really enjoyed those classes. That experience made me realize that I wanted to continue to learn and take econ
classes so the summer before starting my first year I combined my finance major with economics.

I was interested in taking Psychology courses.

wide range of disciplines to apply to, perfect combination for marketing or public relations work

I wanted to study accounting but also wanted a degree that was a bit more versatile, so economics seemed to be a good fit to couple with the
accounting foundation. I am interesting in business and law.

mostly because i wasn’t sure of what career i wanted to commit to

To fill in my open electives

I wanted a balance between analytical and creative and found an interest in brand design which has a lot of overlapping characteristics in Business
and Design.

Seemed like a more credible major and applied more to what I saw as my future career

wanted to combine an economic approach to my business degree to offer a more interdisciplinary application to my major

Complimentary to one another and a broader depth of knowledge

Offers a chance to specialize in more than one area

I wanted to pursue Human Resources but NEU doesn't have this major.

I’m interested in both subjects

I love math and I wanted more diversity in my course options.

I wanted to take courses that applied to both of these majors in order to get a real mix of both majors.



Comments on why you choose to pursue this COMBINED major?

I love Economics but I also want to learn finance.

I really enjoyed science classes in high school but wanted to pursue a business degree, so the opportunity to take both business and science classes
was very intriguing. Additionally, I want to potentially work in some sort of healthcare administration and I believe the health science/business
combination will help me to stand out.

Looking to pursue a career in financial mathematics

Because I want to go to law school but I think it is important to understand how a business operates and you can gain valuable skills from a
business admin degree

I wanted to have a good foundation in business, but I wanted to explore the field of communications because it's all around us. People may believe
communications is obvious and a pointless major, but I thought developing and understanding how we communicate and how to improve that is so
relevant and helps us become better, more insightful people. Furthermore, there is so many interdisciplinary fields within communication. I really
liked courses like Communication in a Digital Age or media-related courses.

Flexibility

I was interested in the field of public relations which is a form of business communications that requires knowledge in both fields of study.

I liked my economics courses

did not enjoy business major but did not want to lose credit already completed - decided to do combined major instead

I thought that it would be the perfect combination of management, public relations and interpersonal skills from the Comm side of my major with
learning business skills

Couldn't decide between the two, liked both and thought it made me standout as an applicant to co-ops and jobs.

I am interested in more fields that just my primary course, plus it gets rid of the classes in my main major that arent as refined, MISM and supply
chain are known to be just out of date grating courses and my second major gives me the benefit of taking only one of them. besides class benefits
I just like psychology but its not as beneficial without some med school or at least from what I know and business is an interesting and popular
degree.

Wanted to broaden my horizon of possible careers to pursue either in the business world or communications

To gain both perspectives

Want to go into HR, was told that double majoring in business and psychology prepares you best for that.

When I went to admitted students day a student had talked to me about the communications and business combined major and I thought it fit
perfectly with what I wanted to do. I also felt pressure to do more with my education so I decided to study multiple topics.

Interested in both subjects, not sure which one I wanted to pursue, while also think the two could work well together for future endeavors

Wanted to study Computer Science and do something creative (art, music, writing)

I had already taken enough architecture classes that I was mostly done with that part of the combined major when I decided I wanted to do more
graphic design classes, and I had a graphic design minor at the time so switching to a combined major allowed me to stay on track to graduate and
also switch the direction of my degree to focus on design.



Comments on why you choose to pursue this COMBINED major?

I originally wanted to pursue engineering while being able to express more creativity.

Wanted a more creative side to Engineering as well

Combined my two main interests of science and art

Interested in graphic design, but I didn't want to major in it. Decided on marketing and realized that there was a combined major that would allow
me to do both.

I didnt want just stem classes i wanted to engage my creative side more to be a better enginder and bc its fun

I wanted to learn more about the intersections of business in the public health and health industry as well as the possible types of careers that may
involve healthcare and business.

I love both areas of study and once I saw the option to study both simultaneously I chose it.

I wanted to end with two skills

To study both fields

Wanted to do CS professionally and wanted to explore media arts academically at a high level as a personal passion

I enjoy both aspects of business and design, both are my passions and i enjoy being able to choose both instead of restricting myself to one.

Interested in both computer science and game development. Particularly interested in game creation from a computer science angle, so this seemed
perfect. Plus, if games fall through, I can leverage my computer science education and co-op experience to get some sort of software engineering
job.

It allows flexibility for the engineering design process as a whole.

I am a highly analytical person who is also has an eye for art/design. Combining animation and cs is really interesting and is an area of industry that
lacks people educated between both disciplines.

When I was in highschool, I had enjoyed my courses relating to Computer Science and Interactive Media so I settled on a combination of those two
subjects when I realized CS and Bio was not as enjoyable as I thought as a combined major.

I didn’t want to get sick of only taking classes in one major; I’m passionate about both paths

I realized that I didn't want to do the 5 year BS Architecture Program

was originally majoring in CS and minoring in design, then decided I liked design too much to just keep it as a minor

I loved the idea of studying two different areas without having to take twice the amount of courses. I couldn't decide between doing either computer
science and design, and my specific field of interest lied specifically in that intersection

- seemed more aligned with my career goals - wanted to branch out and develop my creativity (which I believed would help my marketing abilities)

I’m passionate about design and have the educational background, experience, and capability to do Mechanical Engineering, which will help me
make more money in my career. I am a maker who enjoys building and creating things, so design gives the the creative aspect, and engineering
covers the technical aspect.



Comments on why you choose to pursue this COMBINED major?

I wanted to be a game development major (i.e. focusing on development more than design), so this was the closest major.

I aim to go into game development/game programming when I graduate. The major seems like a perfect avenue to persue.

I chose this combined major because it was

Aligns to skills needed in product design career

I knew I wanted to study an arts related major, but I also wanted business to support it

I knew I wanted to do mechanical engineering but having a better understanding of how to make things look nice and be ergonomic sounded very
interesting to me

i was previously in computer engineering and didnt see myself enjoying a career with people similar to the peers i had as a computer engineer. I also
wanted a major/career which felt more human-centered and hands-on so i decided i wanted to add a design minor to my computer engineering
major. After taking design process context and systems i realized i wanted to design things that were not purely digital so i changed my major to
Mechanical Engineering and Design

Hated CS, artsy dude

I plan on pursuing a career in business, specifically taking over my family's jewelry store in LI NY. I have always been an artist and wanted to
experience design on a college level.

Was either gonna do a minor with design or try and pursue double major, excited to see combined degree was made when i was in my second year.

I couldn't decide on my major and was interested in both. It is also very relevant to the job market today.

I am interested in front-end development and wanted to learn about UI/UX design.

I wanted to do computer science, but also felt to pursue my passion for games.

I really liked the more science side of psychology but I also wanted to pursue something more creativity based. The jobs I want to pursue (UX/UI)
involve a lot of problem solving which is one of my strengths and I thought the neuroscience aspect could teach me a perspective that is uncommon
in that field.

I wanted a CS degree but I also love making art and would love to be able to combine those skills in my future career

I wanted an engineering major with more creative freedom

Mix of theory and production classes

I was mostly interested in design but also wanted learn the more technical, practical side of business, in case design didn’t work out.

I originally was a Business Admin major with a concentration in Marketing and I felt that design coursework would be a useful supplement for my
concentration

Because I am both interested in games and animation, and I want to be an artist in the game field in the future.

Offers creative and business academics, i want to pursue both in my career



Comments on why you choose to pursue this COMBINED major?

I wanted my career to fall at the intersection of art and computer science, so I made my major do the same

It combined the two careers I have interest in.

Really loved tech and law and wanted to combine. Definitely something that drew me to Neu.

I was passionate about both programs individually and was excited that at Northeastern I wouldn't have to choose or juggle double counting
requirements that would come with double major programs at other schools.

I knew I wanted to do political science but I thought only a political science degree might be boring and slightly repetitive. I always found criminal
justice super interesting and NU has one of the best CJ programs so it seemed like a good addition to my degree.

I like solving problems but I also like learning about how nature works. A mix of engineering and biological/chemical science seemed the apt choice.
The end goal is to pursue Biotechnology.

I felt like it was a great combination of the focus that I wanted in Political Science.

I am interested in environmental law and policy

northeastern doesn’t have a classics major



Q6 - What is your HOME college?

Bouvé College of
Health Sciences

College of Arts,
Media and Design

Khoury College of
Computer Science

College of
Engineering

College of Science

College of Social
Science and
Humanities

D'Amore McKim School
of Business

Not Sure

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110

Showing rows 1 - 9 of 9

# Field Choice Count

1 Bouvé College of Health Sciences 0.00% 0

2 College of Arts, Media and Design 6.71% 10

3 Khoury College of Computer Science 12.75% 19

4 College of Engineering 8.05% 12

5 College of Science 2.01% 3

6 College of Social Science and Humanities 2.68% 4

7 D'Amore McKim School of Business 67.79% 101

8 Not Sure 0.00% 0

149



Q8 - Did you switch HOME college for your combined major degree once at Northeastern

University?

No

Yes

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130

Showing rows 1 - 3 of 3

# Field Choice Count

1 No 84.46% 125

2 Yes 15.54% 23

148



Q7 - Why did you select this as your HOME college?

Advisor suggested

Parental suggested

Required

Other

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65

Showing rows 1 - 5 of 5

# Field Choice Count

1 Advisor suggested 18.12% 27

2 Parental suggested 6.71% 10

3 Required 40.94% 61

4 Other 34.23% 51

149



Q9 - How effective would you rate the advising support you have accessed to support

your progression in combined major degree?

Showing rows 1 - 6 of 6

# Field Not Effective
Slightly
Effective

Moderately
Effective

Very
Effective

Total

1 Welcome or orientation events in HOME college 13.66% 22 19.88% 32 28.57% 46 24.84% 40 161

2
Welcome or orientation events in other half of degree college (if
degree is across colleges)

26.32% 40 17.76% 27 18.42% 28 6.58% 10 152

3 HOME college academic advisor 11.04% 17 18.18% 28 26.62% 41 40.91% 63 154

4
Other half of degree college academic advisor (if degree is across
colleges)

29.25% 43 11.56% 17 13.61% 20 9.52% 14 147

5 HOME college co-op advisor 7.43% 11 9.46% 14 18.92% 28 48.65% 72 148

6
Other half of degree college co-op advisor (if degree is across
colleges)

23.61% 34 4.86% 7 7.64% 11 5.56% 8 144



Not Effective

Slightly Effective

Moderately Effective

Very Effective

Not Applicable

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

Welcome or orientation events in HOME college

Welcome or orientation events in other half of degree college (if degree is...

HOME college academic advisor

Other half of degree college academic advisor (if degree is across colleges...

HOME college co-op advisor

Other half of degree college co-op advisor (if degree is across colleges)



Q10 - Comments about advising support.

Comments about advising support.

My current academic advisor is fantastic! Lia Gabrielle is very supportive, she answers my questions well, and prepares for our meetings in advance.
I greatly appreciate her positive attitude and everything she had done to help me with my academic career at Northeastern. The only thing I would
say that is bad about Northeastern's advising support is the large amount of turnover. I've had three different academic advisors since being at
Northeastern and that doesn't provide enough consistency or stability for students who are deciding what their life path is going to be. Nor does it
provide students with enough time to get to know their advisors and build relationships with them.

Despite being passed around to four different advisors, all of them were very helpful in getting me to graduate in four years with 2 co-ops

- No understanding in Northeastern University requirements, such as important levels of certain classes, NUPath, and relevant General Electives -
Over amount of communication

I think the first year planning meeting is very late, why is it after the summer registration?

I didn't know there was advising specifically for combined majors, I only worked with advisors in the business school

mostly good, but my advising has no idea how to help me with the other part of my degree, so it can be difficult not knowing how to deal with issues
with the CAMD side of my combined.

I haven't met any advisors for my other major or know much about the other college

Advising was very good in helping me with all of my decisions so far

I have only really used advising from business. I felt like I didn’t have an official advisor in CAMD. I met with Greg Zuch a few times but I didn’t feel
like he was my official advisor. I feel like I really lacked advising from CAMD. My experience with the business advisors was mostly horrible. I
always felt caught in-between and there was no one who could 100% help me - the business advisors didn’t know anything about the design part of
my degree and refused to help, and CAMD didn’t really know about my business degree. I wish I had an advisor specifically for Business + Design
who could help with my whole degree. Especially when I was trying to go abroad and sometimes needed to request exemptions or exceptions in my
degree, there was no single person who could help me with it all. I usually just emailed with my faculty advisor in CAMD (Ann McDonald) who was
very helpful for classes. I did not have a CAMD co-op advisor but I think that would have been very helpful since I was mostly interested in CAMD
co-ops. I felt like I lacked support in building my resume and portfolio for design jobs.

Fairly good when I reached out for support. Somewhat lackluster.

My advisor was not the best and was very passive-aggressive. They don't understand when someone is stressed and has no idea of what to do in
their college career.

I don’t actually have any college of science advisor that I’m aware of, I’m not sure I’m supposed to?

There is zero support across colleges. Advisors (both co-op and academic) only know about the college they reside in. I received zero support for the
other half of my major and was told to make three separate advising appointments for my one degree. (1/2 major in DMSB, 1/2 major is Bouve, and
a minor in CSSH).

I didn't receive any support from Khoury during welcome events as there was no information regarding those with a combined major. However, during
the registration process, I received a lot of support from both colleges.

Lots of turnover and impersonal support from academic advisors. Co-op advisors have been great in my experience, but they have a lot of students
and there's a lot of turnover there too.

It’s not great at this school I feel like I don’t get much and when I do ask it’s a hassle for the advisor.



Comments about advising support.

I declared my major in September, but haven’t received and support/guidance.

My advisor was great when we had conversations about switching to a combined major! She clearly outlined the differences and mapped out what
each trajectory would look like when I was contemplating the switch.

DMSB Academic Advisors should focus more on building personal relationships with students, it comes in handy for students when they need
recommendations or want more support

My original DMSB advisor, Stephanie Dolce, was not very helpful with recommendations for the COS part of my major. My math advisor was
incredibly helpful even if he wasn't an "expert". He walked me through the requirements page and figured it out with me rather than saying he didn't
know.

I made this decision without consulting any advisor as I knew it was what I wanted. Advising was great at showing me my new curriculum though.

I wish the turnover rate for advisors was less. This is extremely important to understand the growth of students.

its good

Very organized!

it's been fine. i haven't needed it for any special circumstances but i got moderate support in choosing classes

I came into Northeastern as a part of the Explore program. Loved the advisors there. I believe that my academic advisor has been switched to a 3rd
new person - Kathryn Daniel’s, who isn’t very effective. My coop advisors have been switched between 3 different people, but my most recent, Jen
Guillemin, is very effective, responsive, and communicative.

This does not apply to my current academic advisor, but the previous advisor that supported me was not effective in helping me reach my goals. She
would neglect to tell me important details about courses/requirements, and then semesters later when it became significant, I wished that I had been
told earlier. I thought that preparatory communication could have been way more effective. For example: later on you will have to take this course,
so you should take this certain prerequisite before next year.

Sometimes getting an appointment with an advisor is difficult, and advisors change all the time, so you don't get to create a connection with them.

Only relied on home college advising, mainly because of career alignment

N/A

I did not hear much from any of my math advisors, unless I actively pursued someone.

My academic advisor has switched 3 times and have not helped me much. My coop advisor has helped when needed.

My advisors are D'Amore McKim and both academic and co-op advisors have been extremely helpful. Especially my academic advisor in helping me
make sure in my first year meeting that I will complete all the classes I need for my combined major.

Friendly, quick, helpful

no advisor for CAMD my non home college

I mean it is okay, definitely not always the clearest most times it’s just information i could have deduced from my audit plan or program
requirements.



Comments about advising support.

My first home college co-op advisor was amazing but then we were assigned a different one and he was definitely less effective in giving advice and
helping me draft emails to potential employers.

My advisor is DSMB knows virtually nothing about CAMD and comms which makes it very difficult to guide me on which comm classes to take or
any she would even recommend

advising has been fine, they've been helpful when i've approached them with questions/concerns

My business advisor has switched a lot during my time here but my co-op advisor Erica Sands is amazing!

Been very helpful

My advisor does not understand combined major requirements and gave me false information because she did not know what college I was housed
in.

My advisor is extremely helpful and very responsive whenever I have questions about anything. Has knowledge for both majors.

It is super helpful when I need advice.

I only have an advisor in D'Amore McKim, not Bouve which is my other half of degree college

Advising support is efficient: Advisors always answer on time and give decent advice.

When I ask for help they are very helpful and willing to support me

My advisor did not know whether this course that fulfilled my concentration but was part of my major could be counted towards my concentration.

I was unaware of or haven’t heard from an academic advisor that wasn’t from my home college. My advisor is very kind yet seems to have led me in
the wrong direction toward use of transfer credit and has not updated my degree audit with my chosen concentration.

N/A

need better advising that is specific to combined majors across colleges, i often felt like i had to figure everything out myself & jump through
numerous administrative hoops. the individuals themselves i worked with were very kind but there needs to be more of a specialized program for
combined majors

I needed more support knowing about combined degree capstone options, as I am currently a senior trying to graduate this summer but
communications department is not offering any summer capstone courses for students...

I used to have advising from CSSH and it was dogshit. The advisors were completely unavailable and one time I went to in person office hours (that I
confirmed with the secretary were in person that day in the email I was sent) and the secretary told me the advisor was booked. The entire office
was empty and there was no one in the waiting room. A few minutes later the advisor walks out and asks what was going on. To this day I have no
idea why the secretary just straight up lied about the advisor being booked? I was so confused and angry I switched my major on the spot and
would never recommend anyone get advising from CSSH. A MESS.

sometimes it would be nice if we didn't have to throw ourselves across advisors, i ask the financial office, then i ask the main advisor then they make
me ask the honors one and i just wish the advisors had some mix of information between themselves so It would make the transitions easier.

N/A

Not that well



Comments about advising support.

The DMSB advisor was never helpful. I would often have to email the bouve advisor to get any answers or help with my dmsb questions.

I was only invited to home college orientation events I only have a home college academic advisor (or haven't heard from my CAMD one) I have not
yet taken the co-op class As for my home college advisor, I feel as though they are extremely pushy to take business whenever there is an option
between business and communications (e.g. advanced writing course).

I love Megan from Khoury College. She is very friendly, responds to emails, and extremely helpful.

As the Mechanical Engineering and Design major is very new, it feels like it lacks a true direction/paths that students can take. This is reflected in
advising, as virtually no advisors are able to say anything that applies to elements of engineering and design, they usually only can say what they
would say to students strictly in engineering or design.

Only get Engineering support not sure what CAMD support i would use, would be open to knowing

None of my advisors know anything about my major and do not know how to help at all. I’ve had to figure everything out myself.

i havdent rlly recieved any advising abt design my engineering advisors dont know a lot abt it

I’ve heard from my peers in the same combined major as me but in the Bouve home college that they are not receiving the same support as it
seems I am in the Business school. From what they have told me, the co-op advisors are less informed about business roles in the healthcare field
and also are much less knowledgeable of anything outside of clinical co-ops. Additionally, the academic advisors seem more adept at working with
pre-med requirements and other course loads vs. the business requirements which makes planning more difficult from what I have heard. My
advisors in D’Amore work more with lots of combined majors since business is combined with so many so that may be a reason.

There is no cross communication and I always leave a meeting with mixed information from multiple people and confusion

My advisor has changed 3 times in the last 2 years. It’s really not okay. As I’m not able to get to know who I’m working with.

My home college advisor was helpful, but because there was little communication between the colleges, I sometimes got bounced back and forth
when trying to schedule things or address other advising concerns, which was inefficient.

The first year was difficult because we did not have assigned advisors and everyone in the business school was clumped together into a zoom where
they demonstrated how to register for classes, this was extremely frustrating going from nu.in to the Boston campus with no advisor. Once i got one
though she has been very helpful and responsive, however I ultimately do most of my planning and don’t consult her much.

My Khoury advisors have been great, but I have not been in touch with CAMD advising much at all. My only interaction with them has been to get
an override on a class.

My home college academic advisor is extremely helpful but academic advising in CAMD is limited.

both my academic and coop advisors are under khoury. I have no idea how advising works in CAMD. No advisor has ever reached out to me. I ask
my khoury advisor about everything.

I was mostly working with a Khoury advisor as a combined CS and Design major. I felt really lucky to have such an amazing advisor who was
always ready to answer my questions within a reasonable time. However, I have heard several horror stories from fellow Khoury students about their
advisors not getting the support that they need - such as getting vague answers or solutions from their advisors and not receiving follow-ups.

There's nothing wrong with the advisors as people whatsoever and they do a great job -- the only problem is students are not able to decide which
major they want to receive support in. I asked to be placed in the design co-op classes because I knew that I only wanted to pursue co-ops in this
area, but was told it was not possible to switch and was placed in the journalism one instead. I was unable to receive support specialized to the jobs
I was trying to apply for, so no targeted help on things like portfolios. There is an assumption that students always are prioritizing the first major
listed on their degree when this is often not always true. Students should be able to decide which area their advisor specializes in or potentially have
access to both types of advisors so they can receive the full breadth of support available. And students should certainly be able to determine which
co-op class best fits their needs.



Comments about advising support.

Advisor support for combined majors is nonexistent. I only received support for one major, not both or the other major.

The academic advising is often incompetent. There is little knowledge of required prerequisites for classes important to graduate on time. Often
times I find myself catching inconsistencies between what my degree audit is saying and what I've been told by my advisor. Coming prepared to
meetings means that they assume you need little to no advising or double-checking from them which leads to being unable to register for classes.

It was unclear what advising I received from CAMD vs. Khoury and which school I should contact about certain questions

I emailed my acadmeic advisor in Damore McKim regarding my requirements only to be told he didn't know the answer about what classes would
fulfill my requirements. This was incredibly frustrating.

I have limited support from my home college advisor, as he is entirely unaware of the design portion of my degree and does not provide any
recommendations and can not answer many questions regarding that portion of my degree. I rarely speak with my design advisor past my first year
of school. I really enjoyed my design advisor from my first year, as she was able to provide very helpful advice and insight into the design program,
as well as offer some limited advice as to what to expect from my combined degree. However, my advisor placement switched and I now have a
new advisor, and i am yet to meet with him, and have only emailed him a couple of times.

I don't even think I have an advisor in CAMD. None are shown on my advisors page of the student hub. My primary advisor has changed multiple
times and none have seemed well versed in my combined major or its requirements. I have relied pretty exclusively on the degree audit for keeping
on schedule for graduation.

My academic advisor seemed overworked and under-informed about my major. She was not helpful in determining which classes to take when.
Since then, I've been figuring out my academic plan on my own.

In my specific case, there were not too many engineering advisors who fully understood the requirements beyond the basic course plan. Upon
seeking out advisors from CAMD, I gained a better understanding of what would be expected from this side of the major. Ideally, the advisor would
be someone who is familiar with the reasonings for the combined major rather than two who understand the reasonings for each unique curriculum.

I wish there was better support between the schools. I feel like I should have just been assigned a CAMD advisor who I can meet with, but instead I
had to seek them out. I also didn't know I could have a co-op advisor in CAMD, that would have been helpful.

My academic advisor has switched at least 3 times and I am in my third year. It's hard to keep track of who to reach out to, and since all of my
advisors have been from COE they can't really answer questions about my CAMD classes

advisors have all tried their best, i think the frequent turnover in the department has made the process difficult for me

Kathy Daniels was useless.

My advisor is only for my business degree, I have no advisor for my design degree

I reached out to the two advisors I was originally told I had my first year in the program and was ignored by both with no support. I didn’t even know
who to ask questions too about my major until my fourth year and received bad and incorrect advice from my mechanical engineering advisor who
didn’t know any better either.

I never really had great advising other than at my home college. But when I was matched with a design advisor in the last few semesters, they were
helpful with questions here and there.

It’s extremely hard to coordinate information between the two colleges. Even advisors I’ve had in my home college can’t tell me details about the
part of the degree I have in my home college. I’ve had to seek out most information on my own, which isn’t a problem, but it would’ve been nice to
get some guidance on places to look. However, my co-op advisor has been amazing and knows how to help me get the resources and information I
need.



Comments about advising support.

I partly switched Colleges because my advisor was so ineffective at helping me figure design classes. I was originally in COS right before taking my
co-op class, but realized that I wanted to pursue a design-related co-op rather than a science-based one. I asked for help to get into the class, as
well as help with what design classes to take that semester too, but I was met with "figure it out yourself" essentially. He gave me no guidance or
even an email address to reach out to for help. This was the driving force of me switching colleges.

I have no idea what camd is like or the support they offer but I really like the support from coe and my coop advisor has had enough experience to
know what my combined major entails in the work field

Personally, I wish I had switched my home college to CAMD because that would be more helpful for my career interests, but my business co-op
advisor has been pretty insightful.

academic advisor in CAMD gets switched every semester. i don't even know who mine is at the moment. which is annoying and frustrating, i just
plan everything on my own. my co-op advisors have been far more helpful

Criminal Justice major was unhelpful and always told me to go to my home college advisor. This was hard when deciding when to take Criminal
Justice classes when I first started and my home college advisor didn't know a lot. On the other hand, Michelle Zaff was just amazing with co-op
advising to help with the Criminal Justice side of my degree. I did really like my home college co-op advisor as well, Aileen Kent Yates, and she
really.helped to interconnect the two as well.

I have really enjoyed my advisors, however, I do think there is a lot more support they could be providing.

Very patient and knowledgeable. Though a bit uncoordinated. A friend of mine had a curriculum Planner that was identical to mine that was
approved by her advisor but rejected by mine for errors. Still the advising appointments never fail.

It is extremely confusing to be a Northeastern student and try to graduate. With all of the programs that are thrown at students (especially specialty
global programs where there are only specific classes being taught) + co-op, it feels harder to graduate from Northeastern that it did to get in.

My COS advisor could never answer any questions about the poli sci half of my major, and then when I would contact CSSH, they would say they
cannot help me because I am in COS. Lots of running in circles.

My advisor was unaware that I had a language requirement. It is not good. He is an anthropology advisor and does not know about linguistics
requirements.



Q11 - How effective would you rate the faculty / program coordinator mentoring support

you have accessed to support your progression in combined major degree?

Not Effective

Slightly Effective

Moderately Effective

Very Effective

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60

Program coordinator or administrator

Faculty mentors

Faculty teaching a specific class

Field Mean Variance Count

Faculty teaching a specific class 2.76 2.01 143

Faculty mentors 2.01 2.44 142

Program coordinator or administrator 1.72 2.42 144

Showing rows 1 - 3 of 3

# Field Not Applicable Not Effective Slightly Effective Moderately Effective Very Effective Total

1 Program coordinator or administrator 34.72% 50 14.58% 21 14.58% 21 15.97% 23 20.14% 29 144

2 Faculty mentors 28.17% 40 11.97% 17 14.79% 21 20.42% 29 24.65% 35 142

3 Faculty teaching a specific class 15.38% 22 4.90% 7 8.39% 12 30.77% 44 40.56% 58 143



Q12 - Comments about faculty / program coordinator mentoring support.

Comments about faculty / program coordinator mentoring support.

Poor communication

They've been solid so far.

The best mentoring/support I've gotten has come from professors of classes I've taken

i don't even know what or who this is

Very strong

I have reached out to my faculty mentor because I had her for a class and she was very helpful. But my mentor never reached out to me and I
wasn’t really sure what her role was / how I should be asking for help from her. I mostly asked about class substitutions.

I dont even know what that is

I’m not sure who my program coordinator is, and my faculty mentor is currently on sabbatical

I don't even know what this is.

Great faculty on both sides.

I haven't received any support from faculties, and I've received limited information about combined majors from administrators.

N/a

I wasn’t even aware there is a program coordinator.

I never met with a faculty or program coordinator in regards to my combined major. My academic and co-op advisors' support was sufficient.

The accounting professors at D’Amore McKim school of business are highly effective, very knowledgeable, and have a vast amount of applicable
experiences they use to guide their lectures. This cannot be said about the finance professors.

CAMD's faculty (the other half of my degree) is much more supportive and better than the DMSB faculty I have encountered

The political science department was great and welcoming.

its good

does program include study abroad? i found the study abroad support mediocre as i got little help finding where i could take classes to fulfill degree
requirements. i couldn't find a program that would work and chose not to study abroad for that reason

Definitely feels like you have to take initiative to get support. However, since I didn’t join Northeastern as my current major, I don’t know what
resources are offered to me major wise. Coop class and advisors are sufficient.

Personally unaware of who the program coordinator is, never received communication from them



Comments about faculty / program coordinator mentoring support.

N/A

I don't think i met anyone out of the school encouragements, I have rather did that through my personal inquiry.

Not available?

I have really enjoyed my professors, especially for the public health classes and upper level accounting course.

Mentoring program for math and business are both excellent especially the peer mentor program

The faculty for my individual classes have been great, not sure if I have met a program mentor so I cannot speak on that experience.

not sure who program coordinator is supposed to be? would be interesting to have more classes specifically for combined majors

N/A

I don’t even know what this is

idek what youre talking abt i havent rlly got any support

Most of the support I receive comes directly from my professors.

All faculty I have met so far has been very passionate about their subject and also working with me to guide me in the course and challenge myself.

Only care about business half

most faculty members were focused solely in their class they taught, and did not share knowledge between my different fields. there were few
resources to consult for advice specifically within both computer science and design (comp sci professors didnt know design, design professors didnt
know comp sci)

John Kane is a gift to the design program. I would be nothing without his critiques. I see him as one of the only "mentors" I had in design school
(partly because several of my professors were first time teachers and some stopped teaching)

Some of my design professors have provided much more support and advice about my degree than i feel either of my advisors were able to.

what is this?

I've found great mentorship in the journalism department especially Jeb Sharp.

The faculty and program coordinators were my saving grace for this experience. Granted I enrolled very early on into the major being offered so
there were details to iron out, but both Mark Sivak and Ann McDonald were instrumental and extremely knowledgable in helping me to fit in my
combined major path with other facets at northeastern.

I am a big fan of Professor Mark Sivak and Dean Susan Freeman; both professors clarified why this major would be good for me vs another major,
and made me feel confident about my decision

i dont think ive spoken to this person or i assumed they were on the advising team

Loved most of the design profs



Comments about faculty / program coordinator mentoring support.

What are you even talking about??

I have not reached out to them for support

I have no clue who the faculty/program coordinator for my combined major is. All the professors I’ve had so far have been pretty great though.

theres very little overlap in my classes for my combined major, I mainly have to make the connections in my own time with outside information and
research to understand the overlap in the areas of study

I have no idea

Some faculty members are great from both colleges.

i had none

Had very little support in this area. I felt that no one in the Criminal Justice department really focused in tech related research of classes and in
Khoury everything was highly technical. With Khoury, the only class I could take was Cyberlaw that connected for my two majors but for religious
reasons I could not take the class as it was offered on Saturdays for every semester it was offered.

I haven't had prolonged relationships with many faculty members or program coordinators in this department. I have definitely tried to continue
connections but they are often hard to reach.

I don't know what this is

I don’t even know what a program coordinator is!

I am NU Bound Oakland. No one on main campus knows what to do with me, and no one in Oakland knows anything.



Q13 - How effective would you rate the co-op and career support offered?

Co-op class preparation home college half of degree

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

Mean

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Std

Deviation
Variance Count

1 Co-op class preparation home college half of degree 0.00 4.00 2.86 1.43 2.04 144

2
Co-op class preparation other college half of degree (if degree is

across colleges)
0.00 4.00 1.30 1.59 2.54 144

3 Career information pertinent to your combined degree 0.00 4.00 2.17 1.37 1.89 144

Showing rows 1 - 3 of 3

# Field
Not

Applicable
Not Effective

Slightly
Effective

Moderately
Effective

Very
Effective

Total

3
Career information pertinent to your combined
degree

14.58% 21 22.92% 33 14.58% 21 27.08% 39 20.83% 30 144

2
Co-op class preparation other college half of
degree (if degree is across colleges)

52.08% 75 12.50% 18 6.94% 10 10.42% 15 18.06% 26 144

1
Co-op class preparation home college half of
degree

15.28% 22 3.47% 5 7.64% 11 27.08% 39 46.53% 67 144

# Field
Not

Applicable
Not Effective

Slightly
Effective

Moderately
Effective

Very
Effective

Total

1
Co-op class preparation home college half of
degree

15.28% 22 3.47% 5 7.64% 11 27.08% 39 46.53% 67 144

2
Co-op class preparation other college half of
degree (if degree is across colleges)

52.08% 75 12.50% 18 6.94% 10 10.42% 15 18.06% 26 144

3
Career information pertinent to your combined
degree

14.58% 21 22.92% 33 14.58% 21 27.08% 39 20.83% 30 144



Showing rows 1 - 3 of 3



Q14 - Comments about co-op and career support in relation to combined major degree.

Comments about co-op and career support in relation to combined major degre...

I would say the interview and resume portions of the co-op class are very effective. As an accounting concentration, interviews happen very early in
the spring and decisions come out early as well. Therefore, the rest of the co-op class felt a little slow to me since I was already done with the
process.

N/A

I have not received any co-op advising and career design did not offer quality information about career paths.

Career advice wasn't helpful, I didn't know there was support from the other college half

I only know one part of my degree, not the other part

Since I got into Northeastern through the business school I know way more about business co-ops and future careers than the other half of my major

Very good as well

I did not get any co-op or career support from CAMD. I would have liked to have a career advisor or co-op advisor from CAMD to help with getting
design jobs. I only got information from business.

Co-op support was ok. Career support basically nonexistent. Unbelievable there are practically no career fairs or any other events. Totally leaving
graduating seniors out to dry.

I don’t think I have any advisors in college of science, much less a co-op advisor

I was forced to take the Bouve coop class when I didnt want to at all (I wanted a business co-op)

I haven't had any co-op or career support since this is my first year.

It’s not great my advisor onceish a semester checks in and when I ask for help with something they’re not there

I haven’t started the co-op process yet, so doesn’t apply.

I took the DMSB co-op class and my co-op advisor was well-versed in both parts of my major. I did not seek additionally support.

I wish there was more support related to what Communication Studies co-ops look like

it okay

it's fine but mostly felt like common sense in the co-op class

Very good

I loved my co-op advisor. She was extremely helpful in answering any questions I had and all advice she gave me was effective and helpful.

career support helped me to improve my resume and cover letter



Comments about co-op and career support in relation to combined major degre...

Did not receive any specific career advice for my combined major/ was never made aware of coop/ full time employment opportunities most relevant
to it

N/A

I did not get a lot of career information for my combined degree. And overall, I think some course materials from my math degree are not very
applicable to co-ops. I wish there were some courses teaching an intro to coding in python, matlab, SQL, and other related softwares. According my
degree requirements, I do not even have the space in my electives to take a class related to those programs.

Nothing to give me help on what jobs come from my major

nothing from CAMD, but DMSB resources are pretty good

coop helps immensely with applying my degree, but i wouldn’t say i had more support in sessions about it

Helpful but could be more involved

I have not received any information about how being a combined major effects my co-op search, my co-op preparation or advisory committee.

N/A

Have not begun co-op search or classes as I am in my first year.

experience with co-op counselors has been specific to students who only have a degree in one college. would recommend having co-op counselors
for combined majors across colleges

I would have loved to hear about students who have combined majors and how they've been involved on campus and what co-ops they've done
specifically, so that as a freshman I could have better planned my academic and professional path and learned about other opportunities to use my
degree, and what other industries and fields I could have been interested in exploring.

i actually have not received anything about possible psych co ops

N/A

Brooke Johnson is the best give her a promotion

I have not taken the co-op class yet.

Career support is difficult for a combined major because you kind of have to pick one or the other when applying for co-ops and I wish there was
more support or personalized support for how i can use my combined major to have a more nuanced career path than just picking one of my two
half degrees. Also both of my co-op advisors don't know much about my other major or how applying for jobs in those fields works. I don't know
what can be done about that because all advisors can't know about careers for all majors at Northeastern but it makes it difficult. It is nice to have
two co-op advisors though because I can get two people's opinions on decisions.

I’ve gotten no support for a career specific to my major

not a lot. it would be great if there was specific support for the combined majors and not like two sep disconnected resources



Comments about co-op and career support in relation to combined major degre...

There is no one real defined co-op built for this combined major and I often had to therefore find opportunities myself through other organizations
and lots of research. Luckily there are good resources for the health science and business program such as faculty member Timothy Hoff who
founded the healthcare management concentration and is very knowledgeable. If he could somehow work closer with the co-op coordinators or
career support to help inform them of new opportunities, that may be helpful.

I’ve been on three successful co-ops and did not utilize advising services or the co-op classes, as they did not seem relevant or useful

I think the class is helpful and we learn many skills for preparing for co-op however i wish there were less assignments and more time dedicated to
actually applying to jobs together rather than sending us off on our own. I feel our class time isn’t used as effectively considering my needs, i feel i
already understand how to interview and create a resume, so i would have liked to see more information on what we don’t know and unfamiliar
things like NUWorks and actually job applications and specifically preparing for those job interviews.

See previous comment for additional information. I have also never received any help from a faculty member who was aware of both sides of the
discipline or knew where to seek support from someone who knew the intricacies of my specific combined major.

I wasn’t given any information. I was treated like a business major, not a business and design major

I felt the co-op class only taught me about computer science co-ops and not design co-ops

I never really received any guidance from the design school regarding co-op, it primarily came from Damore McKim so I never felt confident pursuing
design co-ops.

I have had no design support related to my coop or career. I asked my engineering coop advisor about providing any design specific career advice,
and she seemed to only have engineering specific materials and reading for me. This was helpful for generating a portfolio, but it was very
engineering specific, and i had to take my own liberties from the engineering guidelines the reading provided me. My coop advisor directed me to
my design advisor for more career advice regarding design.

NUWorks has at most 2-4 listings related to my field, so I have exclusively looked outside of NUWorks for opportunities

There are no specialized co-op events for journalism. Period.

My co-op prep class was entirely engineering focused. This was essential for the engineering half of the major. It would have been useful to have
some sort of portfolio focused course from the CAMD side.

Is there specific career guidance based on my exact combined major? if so, I'm unaware of it. It seems more like I have business help and some
arts help, but no combined support.

Need more clarity on the elective classes I need to take for CAMD; would be nice to have a list of what my options are, when they are offered, and
what prerequisites are needed

i think i havent used all the campus resources available to me

My co-op advisor has been amazing so far and she’s helped me a lot throughout the co-op process. The advising on the other side of my degree has
been minimal at best and I’ve found it’s most effective to just get information through my co-op class and coordinator.

I wasn't really looking for a job that pertains to both sides of my combined degree but there was nothing presented to me that would help if I did
decide that. However I do believe if I reached out to my co-op advisor and directly asked about options, she would have helped me with it.

It's only helpful so much as my advisor has the experience to know, but I haven't seen anything tangible showing it

It was hard to figure out exactly what jobs intersected my.majors and I really had to do that myself.



Comments about co-op and career support in relation to combined major degre...

I really liked my co-op advisor and thought she was great at supporting my co-op process. I have not experienced much on the career support side,
which I am slightly surprised about with NU being such a career driven school.

Haven't taken co-op yet

I felt super supported by the entire co-op department.

Comments about co-op and career support in relation to combined major degre...

I would say the interview and resume portions of the co-op class are very effective. As an accounting concentration, interviews happen very early in
the spring and decisions come out early as well. Therefore, the rest of the co-op class felt a little slow to me since I was already done with the
process.

N/A

I have not received any co-op advising and career design did not offer quality information about career paths.

Career advice wasn't helpful, I didn't know there was support from the other college half

I only know one part of my degree, not the other part

Since I got into Northeastern through the business school I know way more about business co-ops and future careers than the other half of my major

Very good as well

I did not get any co-op or career support from CAMD. I would have liked to have a career advisor or co-op advisor from CAMD to help with getting
design jobs. I only got information from business.

Co-op support was ok. Career support basically nonexistent. Unbelievable there are practically no career fairs or any other events. Totally leaving
graduating seniors out to dry.

I don’t think I have any advisors in college of science, much less a co-op advisor

I was forced to take the Bouve coop class when I didnt want to at all (I wanted a business co-op)

I haven't had any co-op or career support since this is my first year.

It’s not great my advisor onceish a semester checks in and when I ask for help with something they’re not there

I haven’t started the co-op process yet, so doesn’t apply.

I took the DMSB co-op class and my co-op advisor was well-versed in both parts of my major. I did not seek additionally support.

I wish there was more support related to what Communication Studies co-ops look like

it okay



Comments about co-op and career support in relation to combined major degre...

it's fine but mostly felt like common sense in the co-op class

Very good

I loved my co-op advisor. She was extremely helpful in answering any questions I had and all advice she gave me was effective and helpful.

career support helped me to improve my resume and cover letter

Did not receive any specific career advice for my combined major/ was never made aware of coop/ full time employment opportunities most relevant
to it

N/A

I did not get a lot of career information for my combined degree. And overall, I think some course materials from my math degree are not very
applicable to co-ops. I wish there were some courses teaching an intro to coding in python, matlab, SQL, and other related softwares. According my
degree requirements, I do not even have the space in my electives to take a class related to those programs.

Nothing to give me help on what jobs come from my major

nothing from CAMD, but DMSB resources are pretty good

coop helps immensely with applying my degree, but i wouldn’t say i had more support in sessions about it

Helpful but could be more involved

I have not received any information about how being a combined major effects my co-op search, my co-op preparation or advisory committee.

N/A

Have not begun co-op search or classes as I am in my first year.

experience with co-op counselors has been specific to students who only have a degree in one college. would recommend having co-op counselors
for combined majors across colleges

I would have loved to hear about students who have combined majors and how they've been involved on campus and what co-ops they've done
specifically, so that as a freshman I could have better planned my academic and professional path and learned about other opportunities to use my
degree, and what other industries and fields I could have been interested in exploring.

i actually have not received anything about possible psych co ops

N/A

Brooke Johnson is the best give her a promotion

I have not taken the co-op class yet.



Comments about co-op and career support in relation to combined major degre...

Career support is difficult for a combined major because you kind of have to pick one or the other when applying for co-ops and I wish there was
more support or personalized support for how i can use my combined major to have a more nuanced career path than just picking one of my two
half degrees. Also both of my co-op advisors don't know much about my other major or how applying for jobs in those fields works. I don't know
what can be done about that because all advisors can't know about careers for all majors at Northeastern but it makes it difficult. It is nice to have
two co-op advisors though because I can get two people's opinions on decisions.

I’ve gotten no support for a career specific to my major

not a lot. it would be great if there was specific support for the combined majors and not like two sep disconnected resources

There is no one real defined co-op built for this combined major and I often had to therefore find opportunities myself through other organizations
and lots of research. Luckily there are good resources for the health science and business program such as faculty member Timothy Hoff who
founded the healthcare management concentration and is very knowledgeable. If he could somehow work closer with the co-op coordinators or
career support to help inform them of new opportunities, that may be helpful.

I’ve been on three successful co-ops and did not utilize advising services or the co-op classes, as they did not seem relevant or useful

I think the class is helpful and we learn many skills for preparing for co-op however i wish there were less assignments and more time dedicated to
actually applying to jobs together rather than sending us off on our own. I feel our class time isn’t used as effectively considering my needs, i feel i
already understand how to interview and create a resume, so i would have liked to see more information on what we don’t know and unfamiliar
things like NUWorks and actually job applications and specifically preparing for those job interviews.

See previous comment for additional information. I have also never received any help from a faculty member who was aware of both sides of the
discipline or knew where to seek support from someone who knew the intricacies of my specific combined major.

I wasn’t given any information. I was treated like a business major, not a business and design major

I felt the co-op class only taught me about computer science co-ops and not design co-ops

I never really received any guidance from the design school regarding co-op, it primarily came from Damore McKim so I never felt confident pursuing
design co-ops.

I have had no design support related to my coop or career. I asked my engineering coop advisor about providing any design specific career advice,
and she seemed to only have engineering specific materials and reading for me. This was helpful for generating a portfolio, but it was very
engineering specific, and i had to take my own liberties from the engineering guidelines the reading provided me. My coop advisor directed me to
my design advisor for more career advice regarding design.

NUWorks has at most 2-4 listings related to my field, so I have exclusively looked outside of NUWorks for opportunities

There are no specialized co-op events for journalism. Period.

My co-op prep class was entirely engineering focused. This was essential for the engineering half of the major. It would have been useful to have
some sort of portfolio focused course from the CAMD side.

Is there specific career guidance based on my exact combined major? if so, I'm unaware of it. It seems more like I have business help and some
arts help, but no combined support.

Need more clarity on the elective classes I need to take for CAMD; would be nice to have a list of what my options are, when they are offered, and
what prerequisites are needed

i think i havent used all the campus resources available to me



Comments about co-op and career support in relation to combined major degre...

My co-op advisor has been amazing so far and she’s helped me a lot throughout the co-op process. The advising on the other side of my degree has
been minimal at best and I’ve found it’s most effective to just get information through my co-op class and coordinator.

I wasn't really looking for a job that pertains to both sides of my combined degree but there was nothing presented to me that would help if I did
decide that. However I do believe if I reached out to my co-op advisor and directly asked about options, she would have helped me with it.

It's only helpful so much as my advisor has the experience to know, but I haven't seen anything tangible showing it

It was hard to figure out exactly what jobs intersected my.majors and I really had to do that myself.

I really liked my co-op advisor and thought she was great at supporting my co-op process. I have not experienced much on the career support side,
which I am slightly surprised about with NU being such a career driven school.

Haven't taken co-op yet

I felt super supported by the entire co-op department.



Q15 - Please rate (from strongly disagree to strongly agree) which experiences (courses,

co-op, clubs, other) have helped you to connect the two halves of your combined major

degree.

Not Applicable

Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Agree

First and second year courses

Upper level courses

Capstone course(s)

First co-op experiences

Second co-op experiences

Clubs

Peers

Faculty-led research projects

Student-led research projects

Other



Strongly Agree

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count

7 Peers 0.00 4.00 3.02 1.09 1.19 133

1 First and second year courses 0.00 4.00 2.78 0.90 0.82 133

2 Upper level courses 0.00 4.00 2.62 1.49 2.22 133

6 Clubs 0.00 4.00 2.32 1.48 2.19 133

4 First co-op experiences 0.00 4.00 2.11 1.60 2.57 133

5 Second co-op experiences 0.00 4.00 1.25 1.67 2.77 133

3 Capstone course(s) 0.00 4.00 1.02 1.58 2.48 133

9 Student-led research projects 0.00 4.00 0.80 1.36 1.86 133

8 Faculty-led research projects 0.00 4.00 0.69 1.30 1.68 132

10 Other 0.00 4.00 0.27 0.97 0.94 51

# Field Not Applicable Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly Agree Total

10 Other 92.16% 47 0.00% 0 1.96% 1 0.00% 0 5.88% 3 51

8 Faculty-led research projects 76.52% 101 0.00% 0 7.58% 10 9.85% 13 6.06% 8 132

9 Student-led research projects 72.18% 96 1.50% 2 6.02% 8 14.29% 19 6.02% 8 133

3 Capstone course(s) 68.42% 91 0.75% 1 7.52% 10 7.52% 10 15.79% 21 133



Showing rows 1 - 10 of 10

# Field Not Applicable Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly Agree Total

5 Second co-op experiences 60.90% 81 2.26% 3 7.52% 10 9.77% 13 19.55% 26 133

4 First co-op experiences 30.83% 41 4.51% 6 13.53% 18 24.81% 33 26.32% 35 133

6 Clubs 24.81% 33 1.50% 2 13.53% 18 37.59% 50 22.56% 30 133

2 Upper level courses 21.05% 28 1.50% 2 6.02% 8 36.84% 49 34.59% 46 133

7 Peers 6.77% 9 1.50% 2 13.53% 18 39.10% 52 39.10% 52 133

1 First and second year courses 2.26% 3 5.26% 7 24.81% 33 47.37% 63 20.30% 27 133

Not Applicable

Strongly Disagree

Disagree

First and second year courses

Upper level courses

Capstone course(s)

First co-op experiences

Second co-op experiences

Clubs

Peers

Faculty-led research projects

Student-led research projects

Other
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Q16 - Comments about opportunities for integration of the two halves of your combined

major degree.

Comments about opportunities for integration of the two halves of your comb...

I feel like the two halves of my major do not really mesh together. I feel like I'm mainly learning two things separately.

Academics wise, they felt very disaparate. I was just taking classes half and half. I made all the connections between the two in my head more than
anything.

I haven't had any opportunities to meet or take advantage of both parts of my degree

I haven't found any. I feel more pressured to focus on the finance side of my major

Been mostly business, but economics has also played an important role

Mine fit together well

require more econ classes

I haven't had any opportunities to integrate the two halves of my combined major degree, but I wish to see more.

N/a

My classes were great in gaining knowledge of both of my majors.

I found very few that were interesting to me

.

i haven't seen much deliberate integration. but some classes have had connected material

Mostly seems applied tk marketing classes. I would be interested in more HR, management, consulting, or industrial/organizational psych that could
be applicable.

There is no student association/ faculty effort to bring together students with my major or communicate interesting opportunities pertinent to it.

N/A

From personal experience, i did not have many opportunities.

I believe that I haven’t really interacted much with the economics side of my degree.

I really like how for the econ portion for my major there are email updates with courses that are available or any new updates, I think that's really
effective in staying connected and up to date with what's going on in the econ portion of my major.

definitely good! classes tie together and expands my knowledge as a applicant to jobs. i like having the flexibility and ability to study both



Comments about opportunities for integration of the two halves of your comb...

n/a

Some opportunities are the various business clubs and the math club as well as the Math EMA mentor program

I do like the integration of classes between the combined major, particularly in fields like marketing, media, advertising, etc, however, I wish there
was a focus or more classes in consulting as well because communication and business are very applicable in consulting.

More flexibility with integration courses would be nice. Even tho I am Business & Comms, I do not have any interest in Marketing which is the only
type of integration course offered. I took a COMMS course called Free Speech in Cyberspace where I learned more about the intersection of large
tech corporations and their ability to control a lot of content we see everyday. Anyways, more flexibility to choose courses that may also pertain to
concentrations (mine is MIS)

would be nice to have advisors, co-op counselors, and capstones that are specific to the combined degree rather than having to pick a college to go
with, essentially

I would have loved to hear more from alumni who have had combined degrees and learn how they used them during their time as an undergraduate
student, what clubs and organizations and research or resources they were involved with, and what co-ops they applied to, and where their life post-
grad has taken them

marketing, HR, and management seem like they could mix with psych well

N/A

Not enough for my major.

My career is super niche so to truly combine the two halves I did have to self develop a co-op, however it was the best thing ive done at
northeastern. I don't think any other class or co-op through NUWORKS could've given me what I learned from it.

I really haven’t brushed my two halves together at all

there shld be specific programs mrentors clubs etc for each combined major

Honestly the clubs I am in have taught me the most knowledge and skills that I use in my role I am pursuing which is a co-op in the intersections of
health science, business, and tech. Since business in healthcare is generally a nicer field since the healthcare industry is so complicated that you
NEED to talk to someone or learn from who has worked in this space. My most helpful class was definitely the American Healthcare System as well
though as this combined business major generally needs to know a good amount about how the system delivers care, works with payment, and the
complex policies in America.

The introductory level courses on the art side are excessive for the goals of the combined degree. They should probably be streamlined.
Opportunities for high level computer vision/arts combined courses are limited.

Upper level game courses have lots of opportunities to integrate computer science knowledge, but the purely design-focused intro courses did not
have as much opportunity.

The integration of my combined major is focused more on the design than the engineering design process as a whole.

The courses Game Programming, Computer Graphics, and Animation Basics all work hand in hand from different lenses but all regarding the same
things: program design, 3D spaces / transformations / linear algebra, 3D modeling, lighting, textures, maps, movement, and visual effects. I HIGHLY
RECOMMEND that this set of courses is advised for other students cs/media arts majors to take all at once. it was VERY helpful to see the same
concepts applied from different angles.



Comments about opportunities for integration of the two halves of your comb...

The courses that integrated the two halves of my combines major were my favorite, such as IS4300, however, I felt that there were so few of them
or I couldn't find similar courses. Knowing ahead of time what courses would happen which semester (spring/fall) or if I enjoyed X class, then Y class
could be a class I can take in the future -- would have been super helpful in planning the courses I wanted to take in my time at Northeastern.

There should be more

offer more courses that combine the fields in the beginning of the degree

I think that both brand identity and design AND advertising should be required for marketing and design majors. as well as perhaps brand
management.

i have found little to no opportunities within required curriculum to integrate the two halves of my degree. It definitely feels at times like im just
pursuing two unrelated degrees at the same time. I was able to find a coop in product design engineering that merged both of my degrees, but i feel
i was largely on my own trying to achieve and navigate that experience. There were no dedicated resources for my combined degree, and i had to
piece together resources for both degrees, sorting what felt relevant and combining advice about portfolio creation, etc.

I would say that integration between these two majors can be found solely in journalism classes. This combined major would be better suited to be
journalism and information design.

Any sort of course dedicated to the development of product (rapid prototyping etc) have been extremely useful. I'm positive clubs like Scout and
Generate are perfect for CAMD + Engineering but I have yet to enroll first hand. A class that focuses on the professional development in this field
would be a logical next step.

The combined major has helped me a lot in creating a portfolio

i think i could go into whatever field i want which is both exciting and so scary. I am thinking about product design or industrial design (a major
specific to this career/field does not exist at Northeastern) and i think both engineering and design will be important. Personally i have no interest in
engines or any kind of heavy duty machinery so that aspect of my mechanical engineering education isnt super helpful to me but it is definately an
import aspect of the major

Not much connectivity between design and business, even the marketing classes didn’t touch on brand development and strategy.

My majors feel like they are two separator things, I don't have any experience integrating them here.

I would like more support finding co-ops that integrate both halves of my major.

Since the two halves of my major are so different, it’s hard to find connections on campus between them. I know connections exist, but I don’t think
I’m far enough through my degree to know how to access them.

there are really none. I have not met a single other Behavioral Neuroscience and Design majors, so there isn't really a community of us because
there are so few of us I believe. The clubs I became a part of only related to my design part, but there are probably options out there to see the over
lap, but none that I know by name. For co-op, I didn't want to pursue something science-related. Classes have literally no overlap, unless you make
the connections on your own (like we learned about color blindness in a psych class, so then I can make sure that I make work that is accessible in
my design classes to those who are color blind, bad example but essentially thats what I have to do)

Early level classes seem very split and so do the upper levels

I mentioned most of.my comments in the faculty interaction mentorship part. I wish there were more nontechnical classes in the computer science
department and I also wish someone in the Criminal justice department had a background in cyber crime or white collar crimes. I also wish I had
more help in figuring out the career paths for those who pursued such a combine major.

I have met a lot of people with my same combined major and I think that has been the largest point of integration. Some of my classes have similar
material or crossover between courses which is nice, however, I think their can be way more crossover that would be more helpful.



Comments about opportunities for integration of the two halves of your comb...

It feels sort of disconnected, like a major in engineering and a minor in Biochemistry. I definitely like engineering more, because I like solving
problems more, but it feels like the science part of it is out of place.

I have found great integrations through my extracurriculars and my co-ops, there are very limited classes that actually integrate my two disciplines.

there are none. I am the only person on this campus I am aware of who has either of these majors.



Q17 - Please rate your connection to community and belonging in each half of your

combined major degree.

Not Connected

Slightly Connected

Moderately
Connected

Very Connected

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

First half of degree (home college)

Other half of degree

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count

1 First half of degree (home college) 1.00 4.00 2.95 0.96 0.92 130

2 Other half of degree 1.00 4.00 2.37 0.97 0.94 128

Showing rows 1 - 2 of 2

# Field Not Connected Slightly Connected Moderately Connected Very Connected Total

1 First half of degree (home college) 7.69% 10 25.38% 33 30.77% 40 36.15% 47 130

2 Other half of degree 21.09% 27 35.16% 45 29.69% 38 14.06% 18 128



Q18 - Comments about combined major halves and community and belonging.

Comments about combined major halves and community and belonging.

It would have been nice to know that I can work with advisors from both schools.

I don't feel like I have a sense of community. When I am in business classes, most people are just studying business with concentrations, and the
closest would be concentration in marketing. In the design school, I barely meet any business and design students. Most kids are computer science
and design

I wish there were more opportunities to meet more people that are in my combined major but maybe that will be more apparent in higher level
classes

I feel like I belong in the business school

I feel a bit disconnected from both halves. I don’t feel like I perfectly belong in either. I always feel a bit less than students who are full business
majors and full design majors. I feel like I lack knowledge that they have because they have taken more classes so I never feel fully confident in
either.

none

There really needs to be more facilitation connecting the two degrees and there needs to be more knowledge with the advisors if the interdisciplinary
approach to education is going to be pushed.

I receive more information about D'Amore McKim events while I receive very few opportunities for Khoury.

N/a

The Communication Studies department made it easy for me to feel included in the CAMD community through their newsletter and department
events. Even though I'm technically a DMSB student I appreciate being treated like a CAMD student as well.

.

probably covid influenced, but i didn't feel connected at all until a little bit fall of 2022

I would like to get messages from college of science. As of now, I don’t receive anything.

DMSB creates strong student communities and is definitely the college I have leveraged most and gotten most value from outside of the classroom.
COS courses were interesting, but few tailored specifically to combined degrees with business so seeing the connection between business and
maths is lost

N/A

Even though I personally connect more to my CAMD degree, I feel very integration to that side of my studies as I have no mentor or advisor to help
me with that side of my degree. I also feel as though a lot of comms courses are taken by other majors as an elective which also makes me
struggle because I am unable to meet fellow comms majors. I also wish I took the one credit into to comms course as opposed to the intro to
business but I was not given a choice

i would not say that there is a community for my combined major but there is a community for the business school

I do feel like I belong, but moreseo I belong with people from every major.



Comments about combined major halves and community and belonging.

one thing i find strange is that combined majors in business dont have to take intro to business but still need to take 2 accounting classes, but
otherwise i have no complaints about the curriculum itself, i think the combined major i picked goes together very well.

CAMD is hard to feel connected to because there is no student space, and no huge connection aside from forming close relationships with faculty
and professors...

business major guys seem to be very patrick bateman like just closed off and irritating, girls are fine they have more openness compared to guys,
psych people are all fine

N/A

I don’t feel any sense of belonging to the college of science, even though my psychology major is housed there.

Bouve professors blew most of my dmsb professors out of the water. They were better teachers, more engaging, better communicators, and nicer
than the dmsb ones. This made me feel more of a community and sense of a belonging in bouve.

I wish there was more events for the combined majors rather than needing to go to both separately.

I don’t feel connected to either

--

Even though D’Amore-McKim is my home college I feel more connected to those in Bouve. The business school is very large with more people
focused on areas outside of healthcare who do not seem to understand why I want to be in the healthcare industry. Those in Bouve are very
welcoming and supportive in classes and there are actually many non pre-med peers who are interested in the kinds of roles I am pursuing so it is
much easier to understand and connect.

It’s hard sometimes bridging the two, sometimes i feel like i have to identify with just one because my combined major is semi rare that people are
usually fully business or fully design and sometimes I don’t feel like i fit in either demographic.

Don't feel very connected to CAMD, but I feel pretty connected to Khoury, relatively speaking. It probably helps that I met people in the computer
science housing.

Mechanical engineering and design has allowed me to view problems in new perspectives while alls forcing on the fundamentals of engineering.

the animation community is very very small. so since I already have friends, i have fallen behind in the "community" building with the media arts
majors. my friend group is all khoury so that's why i "belong" more with them. but no shade to any art majors. i just have other people already.

I went out of my way to receive support for my combined major, it wasn’t given to me

I never felt like a part of both colleges. it may be because I was an NUin student, maybe I missed certain aspects or orientation sessions, but I
never felt like a true business student or a true design student, partly because it seems like both sides take the other side less seriously

i find it difficult to find friends in each degree. Up to this point, 3/4 of my classes each semester has been engineering-related. I feel as though i get
along with design students more than engineering students, but it is hard to be peers with design students when i only see them once a week in
studio, when they see each other frequently in each of their classes. Also, a lot of engineering professors tend to assume that students are
interested in large scale manufacturing, such as aerospace or defense, but as a Mechanical Engineering & Design major, i am more interested in
designing regular consumer products.

I don't really feel a sense of community for either program



Comments about combined major halves and community and belonging.

It's clear at least in this major that there is not a lot of wiggle room from an engineering standpoint, and it feels as if the CAMD part of the degree is
treated more like a minor in the eyes of the COE faculty. That being said, both advisors and faculty mentors are excited to speak about the
combined major as well as the role it plays in their classes. I do feel as if I belong to both colleges when taking these fundamental and high level
courses, which is one of the reasons I'm quite satisfied with this experience.

i feel like if i had more flexibility in my first year curriculum i would have figured out my major sooner and therefore have a better sense of belonging

I don’t feel like a design student.

It would be nice to be put into contact with other students in my major. I have ended up finding a few of them, but they are definitely hard to seek
out. As someone who switched into the major a year in, I feel like I’m academically behind other people with similar major paths and that’s a
concerning feeling.

Since classes are so small, its easier to meet people and make connections, but outside of class there's no interaction and once a semester ends,
you never talk to each other again (its like a reset), but other design majors do make friends I believe (I think its because I split my time with
science and design classes, so I miss out on connections and opportunities to familiarize with people.) Science classes are too big and mainly
lectures where you just listen, so theres not much interaction between students in my experience.

Complete opposites. I felt so out of place in Khoury as someone that wanted to focus on a nontechnical role within computer science. On the other
hand, I really thought that the criminal justice department was unifying and cooperative with one another and they really.supported an exchange of
ideas and supported combined major students.

Again, my combined major seems more common, so there is a sense of belonging. However, I think because it is such a large combined major there
can be more points to connect where there are not.

COS seems reserved in general, haven't met many people there (also probably because we do more group work in engineering)

Advisors need to communicate better between colleges

I don’t feel isolated because of knowing no one with either of my majors.



Q19 - Overall satisfaction with your degree choice and experience to date?

Too early to tell

Dissatisfied

Somewhat Dissatisfied

Somewhat Satisfied

Very Satisfied

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count

1 Overall satisfaction 0.00 4.00 3.18 1.05 1.10 168

Showing rows 1 - 6 of 6

# Field Choice Count

0 Too early to tell 5.95% 10

1 Dissatisfied 1.79% 3

2 Somewhat Dissatisfied 6.55% 11

3 Somewhat Satisfied 39.88% 67

4 Very Satisfied 45.83% 77

168
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Q19 - Please share any feedback on the questions asked that could improve survey

clarity or flow and are there any other questions that should be asked related to combined

degrees.

Any additional feedback on your experience pursuing a combined major degree...

n/a

For the most part I have really enjoyed my degree. I like that I get to take classes in both fields. But it has been kind of strenuous doing a combined
major compared to a regular major. I have had to take a lot more classes. I think either few classes need to be required or I should get 2 full degrees
- it could be a full double major. I only take 4 fewer classes than a regular business major. And I take 7 fewer classes than a regular design major.
I’ve done the vast majority of each major, especially the business major. It seems like more than taking half-and-half of each. Ive heard combined
majors are designed to be 75% of each major, but I still feel like my degree is more than that. I don’t think it’s fair that I have to take the capstone
class for each major when most other combined majors only have to take the capstone from one half. I have to take a business and the design
capstone and that is very strenuous. I would have loved some more flexibility in my major - more options for taking electives in the major and fewer
required classes. Some of the required classes were not related to what I wanted to do and how I saw the two fields interacting in my future, I would
have loved a bit more choice in the classes I take and a bit fewer classes prescribed to me. Also the integrative class being the design capstone did
not make sense, it is fully a design class and not at all related to business. I would have liked to take an integrative class that showed me how
business and design were interrelated and jobs I could have that combined both skill sets.

nah

More classes should be offered for an economics degree. Almost no electives were available on the last two years.

I love my major and don't regret it, but wish it was easier to navigate.

I'm very very happy this was offered. It feels right.

I wish there are more opportunities for me to connect with my second college and to receive more information about the career path I can take for
my combined major.

N/a

N/A because I didn't combline majors.

I love having the opportunity to pursue two areas of interest and still graduate in four years!

Not pursuing a combines major degree

I have loved the combined degree model, I feel my education for each major was holistic but offered a more varied approach and helped be more
versatile in my career-approach.

I like the idea of a combined major and the workload is not overbearing, but I don't love my exact program.

none

the lower level course for both majors weren't very engaging, but that might have to do with my choice in degree. it wasn't until 3rd year fall that i
felt like i was learning and engaged



Any additional feedback on your experience pursuing a combined major degree...

More elective choice

N/A

Please see my previous response on the curriculum. I think we need some classes that would teach more applicable skills such as teaching how to
use different popular softwares that are popular In the industry. At the moment, i feel like i am just taking theoretical math and theoretical finance
and have no way to materialize that for my resume.

only thing I would want to add is something career-related specific for business/comm because there are a lot of us

I am currently majoring in Business Administration with a concentration in finance.

Mathematics and Business Administration major is manageable but I wouldn’t recommend to anyone who doesn’t enjoy not math and business

I wish I had the ability to choose my co-op cycle and that there were more co-op classes to actually join

I do like my experience with my combined majors. I do feel like some home colleges offer more combined majors like comp sci (Khoury college)
offers the most combined majors, but other disciplines do not have as many combined majors, so I hope there's more equality in other home
colleges offering diverse combined majors.

Marketing major is not as lucrative as finance

I love the flexibility with core classes to take so that I can choose the most applicable to me while getting a great foundation on both sides.

As mentioned, i think that business & political science go together well but I've felt that I have had to put a lot of work in to feel as if the majors are
truly integrated. There needs to be more advising, both in academics & co-op counseling specific to combined degree students.

I would have appreciated more flexibility with course offerings regarding capstone for the communications side of my major. The business school
does a great job of having course flexibility for students graduating at different times during their career at Northeastern...

I switched from a combined major because I felt I was missing out on core topics required for the data science aspect of my degree.

i think there should be environmental science and business combined

I have to catch up on business requirement classes, and they are classes I am not particularly interested in. Because off this, I have not been able to
take higher elective or other classes in my major that I am looking forward to take. Once I catch up on requirements, I will have a more established
opinion on a combined major. Right now, I am not satisfied.

I like my degree but i don’t like how little support and resources it has gotten at the school

there shld be speciifc classes for each combinbed major like for mechie and design there shld be classes abt human cenetred design and how to
create that and the process of interaxting w ppl to get those results then executing those results in cad and testing and prodcution. there shld be info
abt overall process and restrictions on designing w specific machines and materials

It is still mainly like having a minor. One of the combined majors requires less work than the other, so it doesn't get as much focus as the other.

The amount of required courses for my combined major doesn’t allow for any schedule flexibility. I can’t take any classes I WANT to because of all
the fricking requirements.

this is the most perfect major for me and no other school has it. this is brilliant northeastern, well done.



Any additional feedback on your experience pursuing a combined major degree...

Very little direction with the design portion of my combined major and now I have declared it as a minor instead

I think the combined majors are wonderful and I am so glad that the university offers them. The ability for me to do something like this means I now
know exactly what I want to do for a career. Please continue to offer them, create additional majors, and expand this program. I just wish that there
was a bit more administrative structure involved. Allowing people to choose which co-op class they want to be in based on their major feels very
obvious. Making specialized combined major advisors available might be difficult to pull off, but I think something to this effect would be very helpful.

a combined degree was the right choice for me and my career goals and I don't regret it for a second. Being a design major pushed me to use real
critical thinking skills and allowed me to explore a different side than I would have if I was just a business major. However, going through this survey
and evaluating my experience as a student is a little sad. To realize I never felt like a student in either college but just a person taking classes
makes me a little sad. It's not the end of the world, but it would have been nice to feel like either of the colleges I have been a part of for the last
five years felt like a home base.

I would say that the design program needs to be looked at on the whole. There isn't a strong foundation for any major. Color and composition is a
painting class? How is that related to interaction design in any way? Northeastern has a uniquely robust information design program but undergrads
can't access it.

It has been one of my favorite parts of the NEU experience, and I recommend to everyone who asks about it. The ability to enroll in both of these
courses as well as participate in co-ops abroad, study abroad, and dialogues has allowed me a seriously incredible college experience. Granted, this
is a unique situation in which I was very certain of my path from day 1 at university, and as such allowed me more flexibility than may be otherwise
available.

I think instead of taking 3 art electives and no mechanical electives the major should have 1 art elective and 1 mechanical elective. also my imposter
syndrome in both majors has been pretty bad, I feel like I'm less of a mechanical engineer because I am not taking heat transfer but not enough of
a design major because my classes like experience design 1 & 2 have a lot of people who are a lot more familiar with graphic design and drawing
than me. I think it would help to have an event or a way to network with just other mechanical and design majors

wish there was more flexibility in required courses

Like the idea, could’ve been executed better; felt very silo’d between the two schools.

I wouldn’t change my decision. But often instead of feeling like a cool combination of mechanical engineering and design I feel like I am just a
mediocre engineer and a bad designer, not able to fully compete with my peers on either side.

I like (most of the time at least) both topics individually but I wish there was some overlap explicitly taught

Partly satisfied with pursuing a combined major degree due to not completely loving the structure of the game development class flow. Feels like
there's not enough supporting fundamentals within that side of the degree.

I originally had wanted to do Cybersecurity and Political Science, a combined degree that did not exist yet. I was told to fill out a form and wait a
few semesters which I found ludicrous since there was a Computer Science and Political Science combined major already which would have been
95% of the classes. I wish that process has been easier for me, and felt that I was misled to think this was easier for students in Khoury when
applying.

Pretty cool opportunity, excited for the next 3 years here. I certainly favor engineering over science (because it's way more fun to solve problems
than to learn about problems) but I'm thinking of dropping my combined major to pursue engineering. Science seems drawn out and the teaching
style is bland compared to engineering professors (my wintering professor doesn't even use powerpoint). That being said, the nature of science is
very knowledge based, so I hope to see more interactive learning going forward. After all, northeasterns motto is experiential learning

I love that Northeastern has so many different programs for different people, but it is extremely burdensome on students to basically have to plan
out their entire degree and what classes they need to take which semester in order to graduate at a reasonable time and complete co-ops. God
forbid you switch majors and throw off your track.

I do not think I will change my majors.



End of Report


